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ABSTRACT
DYNAMIC RESPONSE AND OPTICAL DENSITY OF A THERMOREFRACTIVE 
SWITCH
DeClerck, Thomas Gerard
University of Dayton, 1992
Advisor: Dr. Roger J. Becker
The dynamic response and optical density of a thermorefractive switch have been 
investigated. The switch is based on the principles of optical waveguides and the change 
in the index of refraction occurring in the phase transition from a liquid to a gas. 
Response times equal within experimental error to the theoretically calculated response 
time were achieved. Optical densities as high as 20 dB were achieved using single-fiber 
samples immersed in Freon 11. Different fiber samples were investigated using Freon 11 
and Freon 114 as wetting agents. The response times and optical densities were faster 
and larger using Freon 11 as oppose to Freon 114. The dynamic response of fiber arrays 
(single fibers bundled together) was also investigated.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Advancements in the design and performance of optical switches have caught the 
attention of many individuals working in the field of electro-optics. Applications such as 
optical computing, communications, pattern recognition, and laser protection are just a 
few of the many applications that could make use of an optical switch. Most of these 
applications require that the optical switch have wide bandwidth, good transmission, and 
acceptable speed. The thermorefractive switch investigated meets these requirements, 
although tradeoffs exist.
The optical switch comprises an optical waveguide immersed in a volatile liquid. 
The optical waveguides can be a single fiber, a hollow teflon capillary, or a bundle of 
single fibers forming an array. The cladding of a bundle of fibers which makes up the 
array is referred to as the matrix of the array. Figure 1 shows an optical switch 
comprising a single optical waveguide immersed in a volatile liquid.
The basic operating principle for the switch hinges on the scattering of light due 
to bubble formation at the input of an optical waveguide or waveguide array. The switch 
is activated by the absorption of optical radiation in the matrix (cladding of the fibers). If 
the surface temperature of the matrix is above the boiling point of the liquid, bubbles 
form and scatter the incident light into the absorbing matrix and surrounding liquid. This
1
2process strongly reduces the light signal transmitted through the waveguide. Figure 2 
shows the activation process of the switch.
Figure 1. Components used in Building an Optical Switch. A single optical waveguide 
immersed in a volatile liquid.
Figure 2. Schematic Illustrating the Activation Process of the Switch. The incident
laser energy is absorbed by the cladding causing a bubble to form and scatter 
the light into the matrix and liquid.
3The properties of the thermorefractive switch have previously been investigated 
by Kullen and Balia [1,2]. Kullen observed that the switch could be operated in either 
the thermorefractive or the phase-change mode. The thermorefractive mode occurs when 
a liquid-filled capillary's temperature is maintained below the boiling point of the liquid. 
The addition of energy causes the temperature to increase, which decreases the index of 
refraction. This index change increases the losses in the waveguide, causing the light to 
be absorbed in the cladding of the waveguide. The phase-change mode occurs when 
local boiling is induced at the front surface of the device. Kullen primarily investigated 
the switch operating in the thermorefractive mode with different liquids and different 
capillaries used for the optical switch. Balia investigated the switch operating in both the 
thermorefractive mode and the phase-change mode. Her experiments were performed 
with pre-manufactured arrays by Collimated Holes (CH) and Galileo Inc. The arrays 
were immersed in Freon 113 and Freon 11. The work reported here was mainly a 
continuation of the work performed by Balia [2]. Different liquids and arrays were 
investigated.
For a better understanding of the operating principles of the switch, a brief 
discussion of the theory of waveguides and bubble formation is presented in Chapter II. 
The materials used in constructing the different switches are discussed in Chapter III, as 
is the fabrication process for the switch.
The acquisition of data used in characterizing the switch is presented in 
Chapters IV, V, and VI. The experimental configuration, cell chambers used to hold the 
sample, and the results of the data acquired are also given. Chapters IV and VI describe 
a probe beam experiment used in studying the response of the switch. The probe beam 
was used in monitoring the switching process as a function of time. Furthermore, the
4performance of different samples and liquids was also studied. The experiment in 
Chapter V investigated a switch based on single fiber samples immersed in Freon 11. 
The data for this experiment was acquired by the observation of switching which 
occurred within the laser pulse.
Improvements in the experiment, relative to previously reported work [2], include 
modifications to the data acquisition process, installation of a beam analyzer for spot size 
measurements, improvements in the alignment process, and the writing of software to 
reduce the steps involved in analyzing the data. New samples were developed and 
implemented as a switch which resulted in faster response times, reduced activation 
energies, and higher optical densities.
CHAPTER II
THEORY
The two main components of the optical switch are the waveguide and the 
volatile liquid. The performance of the switch is based on the underlying theory of fibers 
and the principles of bubble formation. This chapter will discuss the theory behind these 
two components.
Theory of Optical Waveguide Properties
A geometrical approach will be used to present the underlying theory of light 
propagation in a waveguide. This approach provides a good approximation to the light 
acceptance and guiding properties of optical fibers when the ratio of the fiber radius to 
the wavelength is large [3]. The main principle underlying the propagation of light down 
a waveguide is total internal reflection. When a light ray in a dense material, nb strikes 
an interface to a material of less dense material, n2, it is reflected with no transmission at 
the interface. This occurs when the incidence angle at the interface is equal to or larger 
than the critical angle given by,
<pc = arc sin (1)
where nx is the index of refraction of the denser medium and n2 is the index of refraction 
of the less dense medium [4].
5
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Figure 3. Schematic of Optical Fiber with a Meridional Ray Propagating down the Fiber.
Figure 3 shows the situation for an optical waveguide with a meridional ray 
traveling inside the waveguide. The light ray enters the fiber core from a medium of 
refractive index no at an angle 0o with respect to the fiber axis and strikes the core­
cladding interface at an angle (J). If the core-cladding interface is struck at an angle equal 
to or greater than (pc, then the light wave will be confined within the waveguide. Using 
the condition of Equation (1), the maximum acceptance angle 0max can be found from,
(2)
Thus those rays having entrance angles Go less than 0omax will be totally internally 
reflected at the core-cladding interface.
7The numerical aperture, NA, is the measure of how much light can be collected 
by an optical system and is the product of the refractive index of the incidence medium 
and the sine of the maximum acceptance angle. Therefore,
NA = n„sin 0m„ =-Jnf - n’ . (3)
As can be seen from Equation (3), the larger the difference between the core and 
cladding indexes of refraction, the larger the light collection of the system.
Bubble Formation
The formation of a bubble at the front surface of the switch and the scattering of 
light are the main processes by which light is extinguished. The location where bubbles 
form is often referred to as the nucleation site. These sites, and their distributions, play 
an important role in the mechanisms of heat removal from a hot surface. The 
identification of nucleation sites and the determination of the condition under which sites 
may become active producers of bubbles represent the initial steps in the development of 
any physical model of the boiling process [5]. A detailed description of this boiling 
process was given in the thesis written by Balia [2J.
Successful bubble growth requires that the temperature of the surrounding liquid 
must be warmer than the bubble temperature. As a result, there is a heat flux into the 
bubble which produces vaporization. The actual process of boiling occurs when the wall 
temperature of the switch surface is raised above the saturation temperature of the liquid. 
The saturation temperature is defined as the temperature at which any additional heat 
converts the liquid to a vapor.
8A rough estimate for the minimum response time of the switch can be obtained by 
considering bubble growth rates. Presuming that effective switching requires a bubble 
equal in size to the waveguide aperture d, and assuming that bubble growth can proceed 
no faster than the speed of sound in the liquid v, the estimated minimum response time,
T • vmin d/v (4)
For v ~ 1000 m/s (typical of most liquids) and d = 25 fim, switching times of 25 ns are 
predicted.
CHAPTER III
OPTICAL SWITCH COMPONENTS
Several different optical switches were investigated in this thesis. The difference 
between the switches was the liquid used and the optical waveguide implemented. The 
characteristics of the liquids and the samples used will be discussed in this chapter, and 
the sample preparation process will be described.
Liquid PrQpgrtisg
In designing the switch, two different liquids were chosen to be investigated, 
Freon 11 and Freon 114. The properties of these liquids are given in Table 1, which 
shows that the boiling point of Freon 114 is lower than that of Freon 11. Also, 
Freon 114 has a higher vapor pressure. With this in mind, a new chamber was 
constructed to withstand the increase in pressure of Freon 114.
Samples
The samples used in this work included a pre-manufactured fiber array, single 
fibers with different core diameters (CD's), teflon capillaries, and fiber arrays formed by 
bundling single fiber samples together. The pre-manufactured array sample investigated 
was purchased from Collimated Holes, Inc. and consisted of a bundle of glass fibers 
having a black (absorbent) cladding. Table 2 gives the general characteristics of the 
array and Figure 4 illustrates the side and front view of the array. This figure shows that 
the front and rear surfaces of each of the individual fibers have been recessed. This
9
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etching of the core at the front surface provides a holder for the bubble when it forms, 
thereby reducing the likelihood of the bubble's lifting away.
TABLE 1
PROPERTIES OF FREON 11 AND FREON 114 [6]
FREON 11 FREON 114
Density (g/cm3) 1.48 1.46
Boiling Point °C 23.8 3.77
Refractive Index Liquid 1.374 1.288
Vapor 1.001 1.004
Specific Heat, Liquid (cal/g°C) 0.208 0.243
Vapor Pressure at 25 °C (psia) 14.7 31
Thermal Conductivity at 25 °C Liquid 2.091 1.537
(cal/s • cm • K) x 10 A Vapor 0.186 0.298
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TABLE 2
ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS
Diameter (cm) 2.54
Thickness (cm) 0.434
Core Diameter (p,m) 20
Refractive Index of Core 1.60
Refractive Index of Cladding 1.605
Clear Area Ratio 60%
Fiber Cladding = 
Fiber Core =
Side View Front View
Figure 4. Side and Front View of Collimated Holes Array. The core is etched in from 
the cladding allowing a cavity to hold the bubble in place.
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The single fiber samples investigated had core diameters ranging from 25 pm to 
125 pm. Fibers with CD's larger than 50 pm were drawn from 1/8 in. diameter stock 
using a fiber drawing machine. The fiber drawing machine was assembled by Larry 
Wise and the fibers were drawn by Manuel Costas. Fibers of 25 pm CD were obtained 
from a package of fiberglass. The cladding for all fiber samples consisted of a carbon- 
loaded polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) polymer. The amount of carbon loading, 
defined as percentage of carbon by weight, varied from 16 to 33 percent with most 
samples having a loading of 33 percent. Maximizing the carbon loading maximized the 
absorption by the matrix, and hence the heat transfer. The increase in carbon loading has 
the negative side effect of increasing the thermal conductivity. Ideally a low thermal 
conductivity is desired to confine heating to the sample surface. Some properties of 
PMMA are given in Table 3.
TABLE 3
PROPERTIES OF POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE [7]
Density (g/cm3) 1.17
Refractive Index 1.49
Thermal Conductivity 4 ,
(cal/s • cm • K) x 10
Thermal Conductivity with 33% Carbon
Loaded PMMA 15 8
(cal/s • cm • K) x 10 A
Blackish-gray teflon capillaries which had an inner diameter (ID) of 50 pm were 
also investigated. The samples were cut from a 20 ft. roll in 1/2 in. lengths and the front 
face of the capillaries was cut at an angle to aid in bubble retention. Figure 5 illustrates
13
the shape of the front face of the capillaries used in acquiring data. The capillary is 
immersed in the liquid with the longer edge oriented above the smaller edge. This 
provides a ledge used in restraining the bubble from being lifted away by the buoyant 
force.
Figure 5. Sample Preparation for Teflon Capillary. The front face is cut at an angle 
to assist in holding the bubble in place once it has formed.
Sample Preparation
While the pre-manufactured CH array required no further preparation, the teflon 
capillaries were prepared using a razor blade. These samples were mounted in a sample 
holder using a urethane compound that was relatively stable (minimal expansion or 
shrinkage) when immersed in Freon and that adhered well to the delrin material used to 
hold the sample in the cell chamber. The mixing of the chemicals and application of the 
PMMA to the fibers were performed by Mark Van Meter. The fiber samples were 
prepared by cutting 1/2 in. lengths from a piece of drawn glass stock and were clad by 
repeatedly dipping the fibers in the PMMA material to achieve a cladding thickness 
approximately equal to the fiber diameters. This method of cladding the fibers worked 
well for fiber diameters greater than 75 pm, but problems with fiber curling and rigidity 
for smaller fibers necessitated devising an alternative coating method. This method used 
an air brush to coat the fibers, which provided a more uniform coating of the fibers and 
alleviated the problems found with the previous dip coat method.
CHAPTER IV
CHARACTERIZATION OF COLLIMATED HOLES ARRAY
Glass capillary arrays made by Collimated Holes (CH) using microchannel plate 
technology were studied using a probe-beam technique. The probe-beam experiment 
consists of monitoring a continuous wave (CW) laser incident on the switch as a function 
of time. A pulsed laser is used to generate the heat necessary to form a bubble which 
switches the probe beam (CW laser) off. The single-pulse experiment observes 
switching within the incident laser pulse. This is accomplished by using two detectors; 
one records the incident pulse and the other records the throughput pulse. Freon 11 and 
Freon 114 were used for the liquids.
A block diagram of the major components used in the probe-beam experiment is 
shown in Figure 6. The setup basically consists of two lasers, two detectors, the sample, 
and the recording electronics. A CW laser is used as a probe beam to provide a 
continuous signal monitored by a detector. A pulsed laser induces switching by 
transferring energy through absorption into the cladding matrix. This energy is in the 
form of heat, which causes the liquid to bubble. The production of the bubble results in a 
rapid change in the refractive index of the medium, scattering the probe beam light into 
the absorbing matrix. The extinction of the signal is observed and recorded using a 
digital storage oscilloscope. The second detector records the incident laser pulse, which 
is used as a reference in determining the onset of switching. This system provides 
qualitative and quantitative data on the dynamic response of the switch.
14
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The use of the probe-beam experiment has several advantages over a single-pulse 
experiment. The greatest advantage of the probe beam is that the dynamic response of 
the switch can be monitored over a time period limited only by the recording electronics. 
However, the single-pulse experiment is time limited to no more than the laser pulse 
width, since events subsequent to the laser pulse will not be observed. This is an 
important factor to consider when investigating a new switch which has an unknown 
response time. If the switching time is longer than the laser pulse width, then the single­
pulse experiment would show no evidence of switching. Therefore, the probe-beam 
experiment is well suited for studies of response times that may well exceed the laser 
pulse width.
Figure 6. Block Diagram of Probe-Beam Experiment. The detector behind the sample 
records probe beam signal. The oscilloscope is triggered by the first detector.
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Another advantage in using the probe beam experiment is that the recovery time 
of the switch can be investigated. In using the single-pulse experiment this can not be 
accomplished. This is primarily due to recovery times on the order of milliseconds, 
while laser pulse widths are much shorter than this.
The goals for the probe-beam experiment were to determine the characteristics of 
the switch using Freon 11 and Freon 114. The quantities used in characterizing the 
switch were the response time (switching time), incident fluence (Energy / Area), and 
extinction of the probe beam. The method of measuring the response time and onset of 
switching is represented in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Representation of Key Terms used in Characterizing the Switch. The onset of 
switching occurs when the probe-beam signal drops by 1 percent of the 
maximum signal.
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Cell Chamber
The cell chamber used in holding the array is shown in Figure 8. This chamber is 
the same as the one described in the thesis written by Balia [2]. The cell chamber used 
for the experiment using Freon 114 in conjunction with the CH array had to be slightly 
modified to account for the increase in pressure produced from the high vapor pressure 
of Freon 114. To compensate for this increase in pressure, windows having thicknesses 
of 6.5 mm were used. The diameter of the entrance and exit windows was 75.5 mm. 
The chamber was made from a white block of Delrin. The top plate enclosing the 
chamber from the air was made of a 1/2 in. thick strip of aluminum and was fastened 
using two 1 in. long 1/4 x 20 screws. An O-ring was placed between the aluminum strip 
and the top of the chamber to ensure a tight seal.
0 o
o o
Figure 8. Cell Chamber for the Collimated Holes Array [2].
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Experimental Configuration
The experimental configuration used in characterizing the CH array is shown in 
Figure 9. Tables 4 and 5 give, respectively, the lens and laser characteristics of the 
system. A Spectra Physics model 166 argon ion laser was used for the continuous wave 
(CW) probe beam. The laser was operated in a CW mode emitting a wavelength of 
488 nm. Operation in this mode allowed for a continuous signal to be monitored as a 
function of time. A Holobeam Nd:Glass laser emitting a wavelength of 1060 nm was 
used to induce bubble formation through absorption of the laser energy by the cladding 
matrix. The probe beam was incident on the CH array at a 5° angle of incidence so that 
when the bubble forms, more light will be scattered out of the numerical aperture of the 
waveguide. The Nd:Glass laser pulse traverses through lenses LI, L2, L3 and is split at 
the beam splitter (BS1), where part of the pulse is detected by the photodiode detector 
(DI). This detector is used to trigger the Tektronics 2232 digital storage oscilloscope 
and to give a temporal profile of the laser pulse. The remaining part of the pulse travels 
towards the front surface mirror (Ml) Afterwards, the laser pulse is incident onto the 
sample with an incidence angle of 10°.
The argon light that is transmitted through the array is collected by lens L5 and 
passes through a 488-nm bandpass filter which discriminates between the Glass and 
Argon light. Finally, the light is focused onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The signal 
from the PMT and the photodiode are recorded using the Tektronics 2232 digital storage 
oscilloscope.
19
M1
M1
L4
CELL
CHAMBER
L5
Figure 9. Experimental Configuration of the Probe-Beam Method. The Argon beam is 
monitored with a PMT. The Nd:Glass pulse, in conjunction with Freon 11, 
is used to switch off the Argon beam.
The HeNe laser, with a wavelength of 632.8 nm, was used to align the Nd:Glass 
laser and also to track the path of the Nd:Glass laser pulse through the optical system. 
This facilitated aligning the Nd:Glass laser with the argon ion laser at the array interface. 
The HeNe laser beam was centered parallel to the Nd:Glass laser cavity and then directed 
through the same optical path as the Nd:Glass pulse.
The alignment of the HeNe, argon beam and the Nd:Glass pulse was done in two 
ways. The first method consisted of viewing the HeNe laser while adjusting the argon 
beam until its spot overlapped the HeNe's spot at the sample face. The second method 
consisted of placing a piece of bum paper to the front surface of the array, firing the
20
laser, and aligning the Argon spot to overlap the bum spot created from the Nd:Glass 
laser pulse. The advantages of the first method are that the beams can be viewed in real 
time, the alignment can be made at the sample surface, and the process is less time- 
consuming. The second method has the advantage that the exact ruby location is known 
by the bum spot. The first method uses the fact that the two beams are co-linear and 
co-incident at the sample face. This was typically the case, but a slight beam wander was 
observed.
TABLE 4
OPTICAL COMPONENT PARAMETERS FOR PROBE-BEAM EXPERIMENT
Description Focal Length 
(cm)
Lens Diameter 
(cm)
LI-Plano-Convex Lens 14 7
BS1-90/10 Beam Splitter 0.04 -
Ml-Flat Surface Mirror - -
L2-Plano-Convex Lens 21.6 7.6
L3-Bi-Convex Lens 10.2 5.4
L4-Plano-Convex Lens 28 5.1
L5-Bi-Convex Lens 35.6 8.3
The energy incident on the sample was measured using a Scientech model 365 
volume absorbing calorimeter. Since the laser emitted a nearly consistent energy pulse 
(approximately a 10 percent variation) from shot to shot, the calorimeter was placed at 
the sample location, where it recorded the incident energy of several pulses. The average 
energy of these pulses was used in calculating the fluence. The spot size was measured 
using a piece of bum paper manufactured by Kentek. The energy from the laser pulse is 
absorbed by the black paper, leaving a bum spot proportional to the spot size. Using a 
comparator manufactured by Finescale, the spot size on the bum paper was measured to
21
within +/- 50 pm. The fluence was thus determined from the incident average energy 
and the measured spot size.
TABLE 5
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION FOR PROBE-EXPERIMENT
DI-Photo-Diode detector (HP 2-4220-8619) 
BS-90/10 Beam Splitter 
BPF-488 nm bandpass filter 
PMT-Photomultiplier Tube (Type R928) 
Scope-Tektronics T2230 Digital Storage Scope
Manufacturer's Listing of Laser Source:
Pulsed Nd:Glass laser 
Wavelength: 1060 nm 
Energy: mJ - 1 J 
Beam Quality: TEMqq 
Pulse Length: 60-90 ns 
Polarization: Linear
Manufacturer's Listing of Laser Source:
CW Argon Ion laser 
Wavelength: 488 nm 
Energy: 30 mW - 30 W 
Beam Quality: TEMqq 
Polarization: Linear
The use of two different detector types (photodiode and PMT) in the experiment 
produced a time delay between the detected pulse signals. The delay is primarily due to 
the electrons traversing from dynode to dynode in the PMT. This delay was
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experimentally determined by splitting the incident pulse into two parts and recording 
one part with the PMT, and the other with the photodiode detector. The delay was 
experimentally measured to be (98 +/- 5) ns. The trace shown in Figure 10 was used to 
determine this delay. The voltage applied to the PMT was set at 500 volts.
Results
Initial tests compared the switching times and probe beam extinction using the 
CH array immersed in Freon 11 and Freon 114. The experimental results obtained using 
Freon 11 indicated faster switching times and higher extinction than did the results using 
Freon 114. The fastest switching time was 80 ns for full extinction of the probe beam 
using the CH array immersed in Freon 11. This result is in agreement with observations 
made by Balia [2].
TIME (ns)
Figure 10. The Electronic Delay between the PMT and Photodiode Detectors. The PMT 
lags the diode detector by 98 ns.
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The CH array immersed in Freon 11 and preheated by the argon probe beam for 
2 seconds produced the plot shown in Figure 11. As can be seen from this figure, the 
probe beam is fully extinguished in 80 ns. The fluence which induced this switching was 
1.5 J/cm2. This figure indicates that the onset of switching occurs at about 10 ns into the 
pulse. The incident fluence (delivered energy) at the onset of switching was determined 
to be 140 mJ/cm2 by integrating the pulse trace using the program given in Appendix A. 
The program calculates the total area under the incident pulse, the area up until the onset 
of switching, and from these areas, calculates the fractional area used in determining the 
incident fluence that induced switching.
Figure 11. Switching of the Probe Beam. The incident Nd:Glass pulse, in conjunction 
with Freon 11, is used to switch off the Argon beam. The probe beam is 
completely extinguished in 80 ns.
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Studies were made of the relationship between the response time and the incident 
fluence level. Figures 12 and 13 show the results of increasing the incident fluence onto 
the sample. The figures progress from lower to higher incident fluence. At the higher 
incident fluences the probe beam is completely extinguished. This set of data was not 
acquired using the probe beam as a heater. The figures indicate that at the higher 
fluences, the onset of switching is early in the incident pulse.
Freon 114
Using Freon 114 and the new chamber, switching was observed, but the 
extinction and switching times were neither as large nor as fast as those obtained using 
Freon 11. Figure 14 shows the temporal response of the switch as a function of time. 
As can be seen from this figure, full extinction is never achieved. The maximum 
extinction reached in this figure is 40 percent in 200 ns. The incident fluence was 2 
J/cm2. This time is extremely long in comparison to the 80 ns switching time achieved 
using Freon 11. Data was also acquired at higher fluences, but the results were similar.
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Time (ns)
a.) Fluence =1.3 J/cm2, x = 75 ns, 90 % extinction.
Time (ns)
b.) Fluence =1.5 J/cm2, x = 65 ns, 84 % extinction.
Figure 12. CH Array used in Switching the Argon Probe Beam. The fluence is
increased to observe the effect on switching times and extinction ratio.
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b.) Fluence = 2 J/cm2, x = 85 ns, 98 % extinction.
Figure 13. Probe Beam extinction using CH Array. A large extinction is seen at 
higher fluences.
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Figure 14. Freon 114 and the CH Array used in Conjunction to Switch the Argon Probe 
Beam. 40 percent extinction is achieved in 200 ns.
Summary of Results
The experimental data obtained indicates that higher extinction ratios and faster 
response times were achieved using Freon 11. Increasing the fluence has the effect of 
producing faster switching times. This result was observed by Balia [2] in her 
investigation of the switch. As indicated in her thesis, there is an activation threshold 
where any additional energy per area causes minimal effect on the response time of the 
switch. The pre-heating of the sample also showed an improvement in the response time 
of the device. This is also in agreement with what Balia [2] observed and what would be 
expected from the bubble formation/growth process. That is, the closer the temperature 
of the liquid to the boiling point, the less energy needed to cause it to switch, and hence, 
the sooner the onset of switching will occur. Table 6 summarizes the best results obtained
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using Freon 11 and Freon 114. The switching times and the percent extinction of the 
probe beam are given in this table.
TABLE 6
SWITCHING TIMES AND EXTINCTION FOR CH ARRAY
Liquid Switching Time Extinction
(ns) (Percent)
Freon 11 80 100
Freon 114 200 40
CHAPTER V
CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLE GLASS FIBERS
This chapter will discuss the results of using a single glass fiber clad with PMMA 
in conjunction with Freon 11. The results obtained in the previous chapter indicated that 
it would be possible to obtain a response time less than the laser pulse width if the sample 
core diameter (CD) were small enough. Because of these results, the experiment was 
changed from a probe-beam experiment to a single-pulse experiment. The dynamic 
response and optical density of single-fiber samples were investigated. The calculation 
of the optical density in units of decibels (dB) is given by,
OD = -101og(T) , (5)
where T is the transmission, or simply stated, the ratio of throughput intensity to incident 
intensity. Results of the investigation of single fiber samples with core diameters ranging 
from 25 pm to 100 pm are presented in this chapter.
Figure 15 shows the block diagram of a single-pulse experiment. This 
experiment consists of a pulsed laser, two detectors, the sample, and the recording 
electronics. Switching is observed within the laser pulse. One detector detects the 
incident pulse used as a reference, while the second detector records the transmitted 
pulse.
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Figure 15. Block Diagram Showing the Main Components of a Single-Pulse
Experiment. The pulsed laser is detected by the first detector and is 
used as a reference. The transmitted pulse is detected by the second 
detector and compared to the reference to see if it switched itself off.
The goals of the single-pulse experiment were (1) to determine if the incident- 
laser pulse could switch itself off and (2) to calculate the amount of attenuation the 
switch would produce.
Cell Chamber
Since the samples investigated were single fibers having core diameters (CD) 
ranging from 25 pm to 100 pm, a new sample holder and cell chamber was constructed. 
The design of this new cell provided for frequent changing of samples. The need for this 
is due to the unknown damage threshold of the fiber sample. The damage threshold of 
the sample is the point at which the incident fluence causes a noticeable change in the 
sample. This change may be a discoloration to the cladding or any noticeable mark to 
the sample. Some work was done previously by Balia [2] to determine the damage 
threshold of the CH array samples. The cell chamber used in housing the fiber sample 
and Freon 11 is shown in Figure 16. The cell chamber was made from a block of black
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delrin. The entrance and exit windows were 2.5 cm in diameter and 0.1 cm thick clear 
glass. The windows were held against the chamber using an aluminum plate and 
4 - l/4-x-20-x-l/2-in. screws. An O-ring sealed the window to the chamber. The cell 
dimensions were 4.7 cm (L)-x-3.8 cm (W)-x-4.3 cm (H).
Side View
Figure 16. Cell Chamber used in Containing the Freon 11 and Fiber Sample. The 
individual sample holder is removed by sliding the holder upwards.
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Experimental Configuration
In characterizing the fiber samples, the single-pulse experiment shown in Figure 
17 was used. Tables 7 and 8 give the lens and laser characteristics of the system. This 
new arrangement permits monitoring the energy and profile for each pulse. This was 
accomplished by the addition of the Scientech model 365 volume absorbing calorimeter 
and the Spiricon Model LBA-100A Beam Analyzer into the setup. The calorimeter is 
placed after the second beam splitter (BS2), allowing for most of the pulse energy to be 
deposited there. The reason for placing the calorimeter in this configuration was so that 
it operated in its optimum energy range. The calorimeter gave more consistent energy 
readings when the pulse energy was greater than 20 mJ. The amount of energy that is 
incident onto the sample is a fraction of the energy recorded by the calorimeter. This 
fraction of energy is determined by the method outlined in Appendix B.
Figure 17. Experimental Setup for Ruby Laser Experiment. The incident and
throughput pulse are measured using two identical photomultiplier tubes.
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The Spiricon Beam Analyzer records the pulse profile using a Pulnix model 
7C-N CCD camera. This camera has a resolution of 768 (horizontal) x 494 (vertical). 
The intensity profile is recorded on a 128-X-128 frame consisting of 256 colors. The 
analyzer displays the information in either 3-Dimensional or 2-Dimensional format. The 
diameter of the beam profile was calculated using 1/e2 the maximum intensity of the 
profile. The procedure for calibrating the camera is outlined in Appendix C. The plot 
shown in Figure 18 is a 3-Dimensional intensity profile of the ruby pulse captured using 
the Spiricon Analyzer. The advantage of using the camera over the bum paper is that the 
camera records the intensity profile for each shot whereas the bum paper was used to 
record only a single shot. Since the laser used was also unstable from pulse to pulse, the 
spot size could fluctuate by as much as 400 percent. This fluctuation makes a big 
difference when calculating the incident fluence.
The procedure used in aligning the HeNe laser with the ruby laser was to fire the 
ruby laser and record the spatial location of the ruby beam using the bum paper. This 
was done at several different locations throughout the optical system. The HeNe laser 
was adjusted using the two mirrors, Ml and M2, to walk the beam to the center of the 
bum spot. The spatial alignment at the cell location was also verified using this bum 
paper technique. After this alignment procedure was accomplished, the position of the 
sample was adjusted until the HeNe laser transmitted through the sample. The ruby laser 
was directed towards the sample with an incident angle of 5° so that when the bubble 
forms, a larger amount of light is scattered out of the numerical aperture of the switch.
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TABLE 7
OPTICAL COMPONENTS AND LINEAR DISTANCES FOR
SINGLE-PULSE EXPERIMENT
Description Focal length Diameter
(cm) (cm)
Ll-Convex Lens 68.5 7.6
L2-Plano-Convex Lens 10.5 6.5
L3-Bi-Convex Lens 8.9 4.8
L4-Bi-Convex Lens 20 4.6
Ml-Flat Surface Mirror
M2-Flat Surface Mirror
Distance Designation Distance (cm)
xl 22
x2 310
x3 108
x4 47
x5 15
x6 2.5
x7 44
x8 22
x9 9
xlO 8
xll 5.5
TABLE 8
COMPONENTS USED IN SINGLE-PULSE EXPERIMENT
DI-Photo-Diode detector (HP 2-4220-8619) 
BS-90/10 Beam Splitter 
ND-Neutral Density Filter = 0.5 
AP-Variable Aperture
Scope-Tektronics 2440 Digital Storage Scope 
Manufacturers Listing of Laser Source:
Pulsed Ruby Laser 
Wavelength: 694.3 nm 
Energy: mJ - 2 J 
Beam Quality: TEMqq 
Pulse Width: 20-30 ns 
Polarization: Linear
Figure 18. 3-Dimensional Intensity Profile of the Ruby Laser Pulse.
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Results
An optical density of 20 dB was achieved using a single fiber sample immersed in 
Freon 11. The switching times observed were comparable roughly to what the theory 
predicts.
The plot in Figure 19 shows the incident pulse, throughput pulse, and calculated 
optical density as a function of time. The sample used was a 125 |im single-fiber clad 
with 33 percent carbon loaded PMMA. As can be seen from Figure 19, the optical 
density reaches a maximum of 11 dB. The total measured fluence was 180 mJ/cm2, 
while the fluence that initially causes it to switch was calculated to be 40 mJ/cm2. This 
value was calculated 25 ns into the pulse where the onset of switching occurs.
Glass fibers having CD's of 50 gm were investigated to determine whether 
complete extinction within the laser pulse could be achieved. Figure 20 shows the onset 
of switching 45 ns into the pulse. The throughput pulse is completely extinguished 
within the pulse. The laser gave a double pulse in this experiment. As can be seen from 
Figure 20, the optical density reaches a maximum of 20 dB, and the second pulse is 
completely extinguished. The plot shown in Figure 21 indicates that the throughput 
pulse is also extinguished within the incident pulse. An optical density of 15 dB was 
calculated for this plot.
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Figure 19. Single-Pulse Switching of 125 pm Fiber. The optical density reaches a 
maximum of 11 dB. The fluence which initially causes it to switch was 
calculated to be 40 mJ/cm2.
To improve the switching time, glass fibers having CD's of 25 pm were used. 
The plot shown in Figure 22 indicates that it took 20 ns for the onset of switching to 
occur and 27 ns to reach 65 percent extinction. Figure 23 shows a plot of the incident 
pulse and throughput pulse as a function of time for a different fluence. The onset of 
switching occurred in 23 ns. An extinction of 80 percent was measured 36 ns after the 
onset of the ruby pulse.
Time (ns)
Figure 20. Temporal Response of a Single 50 fim Fiber using Freon 11. The optical 
density reaches a maximum of 20 dB. The onset of switching is 45 ns 
into the pulse.
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Figure 21. Switching within the Incident Ruby Laser Pulse. The optical density reaches 
a maximum of 15 dB.
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To reduce the incident energy/fluence at the sample face, a 400 pm pinhole was 
inserted into the system between lens LI and L2. The pinhole was placed at the focal 
plane of LI so it would perform as a spatial filter. Besides reducing the incident energy, 
it also improved the laser profile by filtering out the higher-order spatial frequencies of 
the laser pulse. Spatially filtering the laser beam altered the pulse profile and position 
when the size of the pinhole changed. We concluded that the change in the pulse profile 
was attributed to the temporal evolution as a function of radial position of the light in the 
ruby rod. Light in the center of the rod has a different pulse profile and peak position 
than light on the edge. Figure 24 illustrates this temporal change as a function of radial 
position in the ruby rod. Since the fiber diameters used are so small, they spatially filter 
a small subset of the modes in the beam. Figure 25 shows the incident detector detecting 
the entire laser profile, while the other detector detects only the portion that is transmitted
Figure 22. Single-Pulse Switching of 25pm Fiber. The onset of switching is 19 ns.
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Figure 23. Switching as a Function of Time. The incident pulse and the throughput 
pulse as a function of time.
Time Evolution Over Entire Spatial Extent
Figure 24. Temporal Profile in the Ruby Rod as a Function of Radial Position.
Towards the outer edge, the profile is delayed. The total pulse includes 
light generated at all radii and is much wider than spatially filtered pulses.
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Figure 25. Diagram Showing a Possible Explanation for Observing Switching.
Detector 1 integrates over the entire spatial region while Detector 2 
only detects a small portion of this region. Hence, switching appears 
to be occurring but the effect may largely be due to spatially filtering.
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Damage Tests
In certain applications the dynamic range of the switch needs to be known. 
The dynamic range of the optical switch is the limits at which the switch will operate. 
The lower limit corresponds to the minimal fluence (energy density) necessary for the 
switch to operate (activation threshold). The upper limit corresponds to the damage 
threshold of the switch. This limit is the maximum fluence that will operate the switch 
and cause no discernible damage or reduction in switching performance. To determine 
the damage threshold of PMMA, a sample was prepared and inserted into the cell 
chamber. The sample was immersed in Freon 11 and the incident ruby laser pulse was 
focused onto the sample. The damage threshold of the PMMA sample was determined to 
be 12 J/cm2. The damage threshold of a sample consisting of Silicon Carbide was also 
studied. This was done to investigate other possible materials that may be better suited 
for the device. The Silicon Carbide damage threshold was 50 J/cm2.
Summary of Results
Switching within the laser pulse was observed. The highest optical density 
determined was 20 dB using a single-fiber sample having a CD of 50 pm. The response 
times of some of the data acquired exceeded what would be predicted using Equation (4). 
This may be attributed to the prediction being incorrect, more than one bubble forming at 
the surface, the proposed spatial filtering hypothesis, or a combination of these. Table 9 
summarizes the data presented in this chapter.
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TABLE 9
SWITCHING RESULTS OF SINGLE-FIBER SAMPLES
Figure Core Diameter Onset of Switching Optical Density Fluence
(#) (|im) (ns) (dB) mJ/cm^
19 125 35 11 420
20 50 45 20 100
21 50 20 15 90
22 25 19 NA 2500
23 25 23 NA 2800
CHAPTER VI
CHARACTERIZATION OF FIBER ARRAYS AND TEFLON CAPILLARIES
Fiber arrays and teflon capillaries were studied. Actual devices will be arrays, so 
testing is needed on array samples. As noted by Kullen [1], a bundle of single fibers 
could be used as a spatial light modulator. The experimental setup, optical alignment 
techniques, and the experimental procedure used in measuring the response time of the 
switch are described in this chapter.
Experimental Configuration
Due to the uncertainty regarding the results in Chapter V, the experimental setup 
was reconfigured to the probe beam setup previously used in Chapter IV. Several 
modifications to that setup were undertaken to enhance the data acquisition. The first 
modification to the setup was a change in the exit optics. Figure 26 shows the 
experimental configuration used in acquiring the data. Tables 10 and 11 give, 
respectively, the lens and laser characteristics of the system. The cell chamber used was 
the same as the one described in Chapter V. As can be seen from Figure 26, the exit 
optics consisted of a 60° dispersing prism, a plano-convex lens, a bi-convex lens, and a 
pinhole. The reason for using this type of configuration, as opposed to the one used 
previously, is that it allows for discrimination against the ruby pulse. That is, only the 
488 nm argon light will be detected by the PMT. The lens L7 was placed one focal 
length behind the sample illuminating the prism with collimated light. The maximum 
deviation of the prism was determined by sending the 458 nm line of the argon laser and
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then the 514 nm line of the laser through the prism and adjusting the prism orientation to 
produce the maximum deviation.
Figure 26. Configuration for the Probe-Beam Experiment. The argon ion laser is 
used as the probe beam and the ruby laser is used to induce switching.
The second lens (L8) collected the dispersed light and focused it onto the pinhole. 
The pinhole was positioned at the focal plane of the 488 nm light. Since different 
wavelengths focus at different planes, due to chromatic aberration, the ruby light focuses 
further from the lens, reducing the transmission of the ruby light at the pinhole. This 
reduced interference with the argon probe beam signal detected by the PMT.
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The exit optics were covered by a cardboard box painted flatblack to minimize 
stray light being detected by the PMT. The stray light sources were discovered to be the 
incident laser pulse scattered from the various optical components as well as the 
flashlamp light. In addition to eliminating the scattered light, the box also served to 
protect the PMT from accidentally being exposed to the room lights.
TABLE 10
OPTICAL ELEMENTS USED IN THE PROBE-BEAM EXPERIMENT
Description Focal
Length
(cm)
Lens
Diameter
(cm)
Spot Size at 
Lens 
(cm)
LI-Plano-Convex Lens 14 7 1.4
SI-Stop 0.04 - 0.32
Ml-Flat Surface Mirror - - -
L2-Plano-Convex Lens 21.6 7.6 0.2
L3-Bi-Convex Lens 10.2 5.4 0.2
L4-Plano-Convex Lens 28 5.1 -
L5-Bi-Convex Lens 35.6 8.3 -
L6-Plano-Convex Lens 48.3 4.4 4.0
L7-Bi-Convex Lens 7.6 5.1 -
L8-Bi-Convex Lens 4.0 5 -
Another modification to the setup was the addition of a Sony XC-38 CCD camera 
having a resolution of 384 x 491 pixels. This corresponds to 284 Horizontal TV lines 
and 485 Vertical TV lines. A Nikon 200 mm Nikkor zoom lens was placed in front of 
the CCD camera to allow the sample face to be imaged. In using this camera, the HeNe, 
argon probe beam, and the ruby pulse could be aligned so that all three were coincident 
at the sample face. This was a major improvement over the previous method of aligning 
the beams. By imaging the front surface of the sample, not only can the three lasers be 
aligned to the same location but also the optimization of the probe beam to the fiber core 
can be achieved.
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The procedure used in aligning the three lasers was to first align the HeNe with 
the ruby pulsed laser. This was done in two ways. The first one was the same as the one 
described in Chapter V. A second verification of this method was to place a piece of 
bum paper at the sample face and immerse the sample in Freon. The laser was fired and 
the pulse profile was recorded on the bum paper. This bum spot was then imaged onto 
the CCD camera and the HeNe laser was adjusted until the HeNe spot overlapped the 
bum spot. Once this was done, the two beams were coincident at the sample face. The 
argon probe beam was then turned on and aligned to the bum spot and the HeNe spot 
using the adjustable mirror (M3). Next, the bum paper was removed and the camera was 
focused on the sample face. The alignment of the HeNe and argon was rechecked and 
then the sample was adjusted until the maximum signal of the probe beam was detected 
by the PMT.
The other change to the system was the replacement of the PMT that detects the 
incident pulse with a photodiode detector. The specification of this detector is given in 
Table 11. The replacement was made because the PMT's are better suited if they are 
exposed with longer and less intense pulses. This is not to say that PMT's can't be 
operated in that type of environment (short intense pulses); it only implies that the 
lifetime of the tube will be shorter if operated under those conditions.
Since two different detectors were used, the electronic delay between the two was 
experimentally determined. The experimental configuration used in determining the 
electronic delay between the two detectors is shown in Figure 27. The ruby laser pulse is 
directed towards a beam splitter (BS1), where roughly 10 percent of the pulse energy is 
reflected towards the set of parallel glass plates. The glass plates are used in reducing the 
pulse energy. This is accomplished by allowing only the first surface reflection from the
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plates to be transmitted along the path. The part of the pulse that is transmitted into the 
glass is absorbed on the back surface of the glass using black tape. The energy that is 
reflected from the front surface of the glass is roughly 4 percent. Therefore with three 
reflections, the intensity has fallen to 0.0064 percent of the initial intensity. After the 
pulse was reflected between these plates, it was directed towards a pelical membrane 
used in splitting the beam into two equal parts. One part is detected by the PMT and the 
other by the photodiode detector. The Tektronics 2440 digital storage oscilloscope was 
used in recording the two traces. The voltage on the PMT was varied from 300 to 900 
volts in 100-volt increments. The delay fluctuated between 28 ns and 38 ns with the 
longer delay times recorded at the lower PMT voltages. Figure 28 illustrates the results 
obtained in determining the delay between these two detectors, about (32 +/- 5) ns. This 
is significantly less than the result found in Chapter IV. The only explanation for this is 
an error in the earlier result.
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BS1
Ruby Laser
Figure 27. Experimental Configuration used in Determining the Electronic Delay 
between the PMT and the Photodiode Detector.
The procedure used in acquiring data was the same as the one described in 
Chapter IV. The samples used were mounted in the same sample holders as described in 
Chapter V. The samples were immersed in Freon 11.
Results
The results obtained using the fiber arrays and teflon capillaries indicate that the 
response time of the switch using the teflon capillaries is in agreement with the theory. 
That is, for a 50 pm-diameter fiber, the theory predicts that the minimum switching time 
would be 50 ns. The best result obtained using the teflon capillary was 55 ns for 
complete extinction of the probe beam. The response times of the fiber arrays were 
slower. The best result obtained using the fiber arrays was 300 ns for complete 
extinction. This response time can be improved by etching the front surface of the array.
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With a deep etch at the front surface, results equivalent to what was obtained using the 
CH array are expected.
TABLE 11
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION FOR PROBE-EXPERIMENT
DI-Photo-Diode detector (InAs Model J12-18) 
BS-90/10 Beam Splitter 
BPF-488 nm bandpass filter 
PMT-Photomultiplier Tube (Type R928) 
Scope-Tektronics T2440 Digital Storage Scope
Manufacturer's Listing of Laser Source:
Pulsed Korad Ruby laser 
Wavelength: 694.3 nm 
Energy: mJ - 2 J 
Beam Quality: TEMqq 
Pulse Width: 20-30 ns 
Polarization: Linear
Manufacturer's Listing of Laser Source: 
CW Argon Ion laser 
Wavelength: 488 nm 
Energy: 30 mW - 30 W 
Beam Quality: TEMqq 
Polarization: Linear
The fiber arrays used consisted of 20 to 30 25 qm fibers bundled together. The 
fibers were individually clad with 33 percent PMMA. The clear area ratio of the fiber 
arrays was about 50 percent. Figure 29 shows the result of using an array sample
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immersed in Freon 11. The onset of switching is within the incident pulse with complete 
extinction of the probe beam in 300 ns. The incident fluence was 2.6 J/cm2.
Figure 28 Comparison of a PMT and a Photodiode Output Used in Determining the 
Electronic Delay Between the Two. The delay between the two is 32 ns.
Higher incident fluences were used to investigate the response time of the switch. 
Figure 30 shows the results of this experiment. The incident pulse in Figure 30b is not 
shown because the pulse saturated the detector. As can be seen from these figures, the 
response time did not improve, and is probably attributed to the fluence being greater 
than the activation threshold [2]. As pointed out in the thesis of Balia [2], as the fluence 
is increased, the response time of the switch decreases. This is due to more heat being 
present to form the bubble. There is a point beyond which additional heat to the system 
will cause no improvement to the response time. There is also a damage threshold, that
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is a point in which the energy of the pulse damages the sample. The damage to the 
sample is usually observed as a discoloration (bleach) of the sample.
The investigation of the switch using teflon capillaries resulted in obtaining 
switching times near the theoretically predicted time. The teflon capillaries used had 
inner diameters (ID's) of 50 pm and were 1/2 in. in length. The sample was prepared 
with the front surface being cut at an angle as described in Chapter III. The plot in 
Figure 31 shows the probe beam being completely extinguished in 300 ns. The incident 
fluence was 950 mJ/cm2. From Figure 31, the onset of switching occurs early in the 
incident pulse. The fluence which initially caused it to switch was determined using the 
program in Appendix A to be 220 mJ/cm2- The switching time observed is six times 
longer than what the theory would predict. This may have been due to poor alignment of 
the ruby pulse on the front face of the sample. The ruby laser pulse has been observed to 
drift spatially by as much as 50 pm, thereby making alignment extremely difficult.
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Time (ns)
Figure 29. Switching of the Argon Probe Beam. Complete extinction of the probe beam 
occurs within 300 ns.
The plot shown in Figure 32 indicates switching near the theoretical response 
time of 50 ns. The fluence is slightly higher than the fluence measured for Figure 31, but 
the response time has improved by a factor of 5. This is what led to the conclusion that it 
may have been an alignment error in obtaining the plot shown in Figure 31. The fluence 
which initially caused it to switch was calculated using the program in Appendix A to be 
300 mJ/cm2. An increase in the fluence by 3 times produced the plot shown in Figure 
33. The switching time was 55 ns. This is the best result for the response time using the 
teflon capillary. Finally, the plot shown in Figure 34 shows complete extinction of the 
probe beam in 120 ns. The total fluence was 7 J/cm2 but the fluence which initially 
caused it to switch was calculated to be 1.5 J/cm2.
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Figure 30. The Effect on Response Time when the Incident Fluence is Increased.
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31. Teflon Capillary used in Conjunction with Freon 11 to Switch off the Probe 
Beam. Complete extinction is observed in 300 ns .
Figure 32. Switching Near the Theoretical Response Time. The fluence at the onset of 
switching was 300 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 33. Complete Extinction of the Probe Beam in 55 ns. This response time is equal 
to the theoretical limit within experimental error.
Figure 34. Switching of the Argon Probe Beam. The onset of switching occurs 
early in the first pulse.
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Summary of Results
The experimental results obtained using the single teflon capillaries indicate a 
response time equal to the theoretical response time to within the experimental error. 
The results obtained using the array samples gave response times 4 to 5 times longer than 
the single capillaries, and 3 to 4 times longer than the CH arrays. The preparation of the 
fiber array samples may have contributed to the reduced switching times. In preparing 
the samples, trade-offs were made. For improved transmission the clear area ratio was 
made larger. This reduces the amount of absorbing area for the laser beam and possibly 
causes the bubble formation to be slower. Table 12 summarizes the results of this 
chapter.
TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF SWITCHING TIMES FOR THE FIBER ARRAYS AND TEFLON
CAPILLARIES
Figure # Sample Fluence
(J/cm2)
Switching Time *
(ns)
29 Fiber Array 2.6 300
30a Fiber Array 5.4 350
30b Fiber Array 6 400
31 Teflon Capillary 0.95 300
32 Teflon Capillary 1 60
33 Teflon Capillary 3 55
34 Teflon Capillary 7 125
* 100 percent extinction.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the probe-beam experiment indicated fast response times with 
complete extinction of the probe beam. The results for the single-pulse experiment 
indicated high optical densities and fast response times, but because of the possible 
systematic error discovered in the experiment, the validity of the results is questionable 
and needs to be confirmed.
The best response times achieved were 55 ns and 60 ns, with complete extinction 
using the single teflon capillary immersed in Freon 11. These results are in agreement 
within the experimental error, to the minimum response time of 50 ns calculated from the 
theory. The response time of the switch using the fiber arrays was 5 to 6 times slower 
than the results obtained using the capillary. There are several possible reasons for the 
slower response times. The sample preparation has a large effect on the switch 
characteristics. There are trade-offs in the preparation that affect the performance. For 
instance, a sample with a high clear area ratio will transmit light well, but there won't be 
as much cladding present to absorb the incident laser radiation. Therefore, the response 
time in the formation of the bubble will not be optimized.
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The results of the CH array immersed in Freon 11 and Freon 114 indicated that 
the best response times were obtained using Freon 11. A response time of 80 ns with full 
extinction of the probe beam was achieved using the CH array and Freon 11. Using the 
CH array and Freon 114, the best response time recorded was 200 ns, with 40 percent 
extinction of the probe beam. This reduction in response time may have been attributed 
to the different properties of the liquid. The thermal conductivity of Freon 11 is 
35 percent larger than that of Freon 114; therefore, any heat absorbed by the liquid is 
dissipated at a greater rate with Freon 11. The data acquired with Freon 114 used the 
pressurized cell, whereas with Freon 11 the cell was at atmospheric pressure. This 
pressurization that was built up in the cell with Freon 114 could have reduced the growth 
rate of the bubble.
The single fiber samples in conjunction with Freon 11 produced response times of 
50 ns, 60 ns, and 90 ns. The fastest response time of 50 ns was produced using the 
125 pm single fiber. This result exceeds what would be predicted using Equation (4) by 
a factor of 2.5. This may be attributed to the spatial filtering hypothesis presented at the 
end of Chapter V. It is also possible that it did in fact switch at that response time. If 
more than one bubble forms or a large bubble is already present, the switching time 
would be expected to be less than what is predicted by Equation (4). The highest optical 
density calculated was 20 dB using a single fiber sample with a CD of 50 pm. As 
discussed at the end of Chapter V, more data is needed to interpret these results properly.
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Recommendations
To improve on the overall system performance and obtain a better understanding 
of the performance of the switch, several modifications to the systems should be made. 
The replacement of the ruby laser with the newly purchased Nd:Glass laser should 
improve the beam quality and allow better control of the output energy. The 
improvement in beam quality is needed to give a more uniform laser pulse incident on 
the sample, thereby reducing the intensity fluctuations across the pulse profile (i.e., hot 
spots). Improved control of the output pulse energy will allow the operator to change the 
incident fluence more easily.
Another modification to the setup would be to replace the current beam splitters 
(parallel glass plates) with optical wedges. This would eliminate the interference effect 
produced by the reflections from the front and back surface of the glass plate. This 
interference pattern produces difficulties in observing the spatial profile of the HeNe and 
ruby lasers. The method of positioning the sample to the focal plane of the camera 
should be improved. This will improve the accuracy of the spot size measurement.
A verification of the hypothesis that the switch is spatially filtering the laser beam 
should be made. Also, with the newly purchased calorimeters, an experiment should be 
performed to determine the activation threshold ( amount of fluence necessary to produce 
switching) for each of the samples tested.
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Finally, more work should be done on improving the sample preparation of the 
fiber arrays. The front surface of the arrays should be recessed such that a cavity forms 
between the fiber core and the cladding. This would aid in the retention of the bubble as 
it forms. Also, new cladding material should be investigated with a concentration on 
obtaining cladding materials with a high absorption and low thermal conductivity. 
Finally, to improve on the response time of the switch, fibers having CD's of less than 10 
pm should be used.
APPENDIX A
FRACTIONAL FLUENCE PROGRAM
CLS
REM -CALCULATES THE FLUENCE TO THE ONSET OF SWITCHING.
REM -DECLARES THREE ARRAYS, ONE FOR EACH COLUMN 
REM -(TIME, INCIDENT, AND THROUGHPUT PULSE).
DIM Yl(1100), Y2(1100), Y3(1100)
REM -USER ENTERS INCIDENT FLUENCE.
INPUT "ENTER INCIDENT FLUENCE: "; ED
REM -USER ENTERS VALUE OF OPTICAL DENSITY WHERE SWITCHING 
REM -OCCURS.
INPUT "ENTER VALUE OF OD WHERE IT BEGINS TO SWITCH"; OD
REM - USER ENTERS DATA FILENAME
INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME ->"; FILES
REM -PROGRAM FINDS FIRST DATA VALUE IN THE FILE.
OPEN FILES FOR INPUT AS #1
DO WHILE XI = 0 
INPUT #1, XI 
1 = 1+1
LOOP
REM - INPUTS FIRST TWO ROWS OF DATA.
INPUT #1, Yl(l), Y2(l), Y3(l), X2, Yl(2), Y2(2), Y3(2)
REM -D IS WIDTH OF DX FOR USE IN TRAPEZOIDAL AREA.
D = X2-X1
REM -READS ALL THE VALUES FROM THE DATA FILE AND PUTS THEM 
REM -INTO ARRAYS.
FOR I = 3 TO 1024
REM -READS IN FIRST TWO COLUMNS OF Ith ROW.
INPUT #1,X, Y1(I)
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REM -CHECKS FOR ANY SPACINGS IN THE FILE AND IF THERE ARE SETS 
REM -THEM TO DUMMY VALUES
IF X = 0 AND Y1(I) = 0 THEN INPUT #1, X, X, X, X, X, X, X, X, X, Y1(I) 
REM -READS IN THIRD AND FOURTH COLUMNS OF DATA FOR Ith ROW. 
INPUT #1, Y2(I), Y3(I)
NEXT I
REM -DETERMINES X VALUE FOR THE POINT AT WHICH IT MATCHES THE 
REM -OD.
FOR I = 1 TO 1024 
IF Y3(I) = OD THEN NUM = I 
NEXT I
REM -CALCULATES TOTAL AREA UNDER INCIDENT PULSE.
FOR I = 1 TO 1024
REM -AREA CALCULATED USING TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.
AREA = AREA + (D / 2 * (Y1 (I + 1) - Y1(I))) + (D * Y1(I))
NEXT
REM -CALCULATES AREA UNDER THROUGHPUT PULSE UP UNTIL THE 
REM -DEFINED OD VALUE.
FOR I = 1 TO NUM
REM -AREA UNDER CURVE OF SWITCHING
AREA1 = AREA1 + (D / 2 * (Y1 (I + 1) - Y1(I))) + (D * Y1(I))
NEXT
REM -PRINTS AREA UNDER INCIDENT PULSE, AREA UNDER THROUGHPUT 
REM -PULSE UP UNTIL IT REACHES THE OD VALUE, FRACTIONAL AREA, 
REM -AND THE CALCULATED FLUENCE WHICH CAUSED IT TO START 
REM -SWITCHING.
FRACT = AREA1 / AREA
FLUENCE = ED * FRACT
PRINT AREA, AREA1, FRACT, FLUENCE
END
APPENDIX B
ENERGY CALIBRATION
The amount of energy that is incident at the fiber sample was determined by 
measuring the ratio of light being reflected and transmitted by the beam splitter (BS2) 
and multiplying this ratio by the energy measured at the calorimeter. This was 
accomplished by using the HeNe alignment laser as the source, and using the energy 
meter to measure the energy of the laser being transmitted and reflected by BS2. The 
experimental setup for this measurement is shown in Figure BI. The amount of energy 
transmitted through BS2 and collected by the focusing lens is recorded by the meter. 
The detector and focusing lens are moved to the sample location and used in recording 
the amount of energy reflected from BS2 and directed towards the sample location. 
Taking the ratio of the energy measured at the cell to the energy measured at the 
calorimeter gives a calibration factor used in determining the energy incident onto the 
sample. Multiplying this calibration factor by the energy of the laser pulse measured at 
the calorimeter gives the energy incident at the sample. An illustration to this calculation 
is given by,
Ecell “ ^calorimeter X CF , (BI.)
where CF is the calibration factor, Ecalorimeter is the energy measured by the calorimeter, 
and Ecell is the energy at the cell.
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BS2 Focusing Lens Detector BS2
a.) Energy Transmitted by Beam Splitter (BS2). b-) Energy Reflected by BS2.
Figure BI. Experimental Setup used in Determining the Ratio of Light being 
Transmitted and Reflected by the Beam Splitter.
APPENDIX C
CALIBRATION OF SPIRICON BEAM ANALYZER
The beam analyzer is calibrated by directing a HeNe laser at the CCD camera and 
observing the peak intensity value of the profile. The camera has 256 discrete intensity 
values that are represented on the monitor as different shades of color. The analyzer has 
two adjustments that allow for the change in this intensity value. One is the black level 
that reduces the amount of background, and the second is a gain level which allows for 
the adjustment of the electronic gain of the camera. The gain level is first adjusted so 
that the peak intensity value is between 170 and 220. After this is accomplished, the 
HeNe beam is turned off and the background level is observed. The black level on the 
analyzer is adjusted so that the number of counts is about 200 (arbitrary units) out of a 
possible 200,000. In using a pulsed laser, the adjustment of the gain is done on a shot- 
to-shot basis. After this procedure has been accomplished, the analyzer is calibrated and 
the measurement of the spot size is accurate to within 10 percent.
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